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Abstract. Object-Z offers an object-oriented means for structuring for-
mal specifications. We investigate the application of refactoring rules
to add and remove structure from such specifications to forge object-
oriented designs. This allows us to tractably move from an abstract
functional description of a system toward a lower-level design suitable
for implementation on an object-oriented platform.

1 Introduction

Previous research added object orientation to specification languages to take ad-
vantage of the modularity and structure benefits that this approach offers. Whilst
this has been achieved with formalisms such as Object-Z [22], VDM++ [11], and
Z++ [11], which are built upon existing well-defined languages, there is not yet a
practical process for turning these functional specifications into well-structured
object-oriented software. This seems like an intuitively appropriate goal for such
specification languages, as their semantics already closely model that of object-
oriented programming languages.

There are two major aspects such a process must encompass. First, at a high
level, a purely functional specification must be reorganised and refined to create
a reasonable object-oriented design. Second, at a lower level, the object-oriented
design must be further refined to object-oriented code.

We focus on the higher level objective: moving from an abstract functional
specification in Object-Z to a specification of an object-oriented design. We
achieve this by systematically modifying the specification to introduce design,
taking advantage of rules that are similar to the refactoring [6,18] rules presented
by Fowler [6]. Although we borrowed the term, our approach slightly differs from
the normal interpretation of refactoring as the process of improving an existing
design.

Fowler extensively catalogued object-oriented refactoring rules, but made
no attempt to formalise the rules or the process of introducing them. Corne-
lio et al. [4], however, specified a set of Fowler’s refactoring steps as rules in the
ROOL programming language which were verified using a weakest precondition
semantics.

Our idea differs from these approaches as we move from an abstract specifi-
cation to an object-oriented design without the need to consider irrelevant detail
at the programming-language level. Also, the ROOL language does not have a
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reference-based model of object identity. Object references are necessary to im-
plement certain design patterns and architectures and are an integral part of
many widely-used object-oriented programming languages like Java and C++.
In addition to this, our approach differs from others as it has the primary pur-
pose of introducing a design into a specification rather than simply modifying
an existing implementation.

In this paper we show that significant structural object-oriented design can
be introduced at the specification level, in Object-Z, utilising two rules. One
rule adds structure to the specification, whilst another rule removes structure.
When combined with non-structural refactoring steps our approach a powerful
method for the incremental introduction of specification-based structural de-
sign in Object-Z. Since the rules are behaviour-preserving, this process ensures
that any software design produced will be correct with respect to the original
specification.

2 Related Work

Refactoring is a relatively new idea as applied to object-oriented programming
languages, but the systematic transformation of formal specifications to resemble
programs, particularly in the non-object-oriented domain, is certainly not a new
idea [13,17].

However, formal and incremental class reorganisation in object-oriented lan-
guages was discussed by Casais [3] and also by Mikhajlova and Sekerinski [15],
who propose a class refinement semantics for object-oriented specification lan-
guages based upon data refinement. This involves the interpretation of subclasses
as subtypes, this semantic definition going beyond the Object-Z interpretation of
inheritance as strongly syntax-based [21]. This approach, however, does simplify
refinement a great deal — as in VDM++ and Z++ [11] — but restricts the ease
of expression in the languages because it inhibits reuse of syntactic definition.

Other investigations into modifying class structure in a formal context were
made by Bonsangue et al. [1,2]. Here, object orientation was modelled by extend-
ing the action system formalism to support objects and classes. This formalism
differs from Mikhajlova and Sekerinski’s, even though it has the same interpre-
tation of inheritance, as it considers the addition of methods when subclassing.
However, it still considers inheritance as a form of subtyping.

There is significant work in this field in the VDM++ language, where Lu [12]
initially proposed that classes could be decomposed as a refinement step to
introduce structure. Goldsack and Lano [7,10] built upon this work to introduce
and formalise annealing for decomposing classes in a VDM++ specification. The
problem of invariant distribution in the decomposition process became the focus
of their work, and a complete approach to specification-based object-oriented
design was not developed.
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3 Motivating Example: Battleship

The game of “Battleship” was chosen as a motivating example. Two players are
required, and the game begins by presenting each player with a blank grid con-
sisting of twelve rows and twelve columns. Each player then secretly places a fleet
of five ships on the grid. Each ship is a different length ranging from occupying
one cell to five cells, and may be placed either horizontally or vertically.

Players then alternate attempts to sink their opponent’s ships by posing a
query to their opponent as to whether a certain cell in the opponent’s playing
grid is occupied by a ship or not (this is analogous to firing a missile). Their
opponent responds with either: hit, miss, ship sunk, or fleet destroyed. A ship is
considered sunk when every cell it occupies in the grid has been guessed by the
opposing player. A fleet is considered destroyed when all five ships are sunk and
the game ends.

In Figure 1 we present a specification of the game written in Object-Z. The
class System represents the two players in terms of their guesses (guessesP1 and

COORDINATE == 1 . . 12 × 1 . . 12
SHIP ::= destroyer | submarine | cruiser | battleship | carrier
RESPONSE ::= hit | miss | sink | fleet destroyed
FLEETBOARD == COORDINATE � �→ SHIP
GUESSBOARD == COORDINATE � �→ RESPONSE

System
�(INIT, InitFleetP1, InitFleetP2,FireAtP1,FireAtP2)

guessesP1 : GUESSBOARD
guessesP2 : GUESSBOARD
fleetP1 : FLEETBOARD
fleetP2 : FLEETBOARD

INIT

guessesP1 = ∅

guessesP2 = ∅

fleetP1 = ∅

fleetP2 = ∅

InitFleetP1
∆(fleetP1)
fleet? : FLEETBOARD

fleetP1′ = fleet?

InitFleetP2
∆(fleetP2)
fleet? : FLEETBOARD

fleetP2′ = fleet?

FireAtP1
∆(fleetP1, guessesP2)
guess? : COORDINATE

guess? �∈ dom guessesP2
fleetP1′ = fleetP1 −� {guess?}
guessesP2′ =
guessesP2 ∪ {guess? �→
if fleetP1′ ⊂ fleetP1 then
if ran fleetP1′ ⊂ ran fleetP1 then
if fleetP1′ = ∅ then

fleet destroyed
else sink else hit else miss}

FireAtP2
∆(fleetP2, guessesP1)
guess? : COORDINATE

guess? �∈ dom guessesP1
fleetP2′ = fleetP2 −� {guess?}
guessesP1′ =
guessesP1 ∪ {guess? �→
if fleetP2′ ⊂ fleetP2 then
if ran fleetP2′ ⊂ ran fleetP2 then
if fleetP2′ = ∅ then

fleet destroyed
else sink else hit else miss}

Fig. 1. Initial monolithic Battleship specification.
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guessesP2) and fleet positions (fleetP1 and fleetP2). Each player provides the
initial placement of their ships on the game board using the InitFleeetP1 and
InitFleetP2 operations. The FireAtP1 and FireAtP2 operations specify the be-
haviour of each player taking a turn. The delta-lists, i.e., lists of the form ∆(. . .),
identify which state variables the operations may change; all other variables are
unchanged.

Our specification is adequate to describe the core functionality of the game,
but does not represent an appropriate object-oriented design. A good object-
oriented design, and indeed a better structured specification, would identify
players as separate objects in the system and encapsulate their functionality;
thus reducing the clear redundancy. This paper describes a means for achieving
this goal via the step-wise application of behaviour-preserving rules.

We shall introduce, in Section 4, the general rules for modifying the structure
of an Object-Z specification. Using these rules, we illustrate their effectiveness
in Sections 5 and 6, showing their application to reflect different design decisions
whilst preserving the specified behaviour.

4 Structural Modification Rules

Our rules below describe syntactic transformations on Object-Z specifications.
The rules rely on class simulation [5] to establish refinement relations between
the two sides of the rules to ensure the preservation of behaviour. Refinement
is interpreted with respect to a class’s external interface, and we allow for the
interface of a class to be widened in the refinement process.

We have proven both of the following rules correct by showing that the
right-hand side is a refinement of the left-hand side using the definitional rules
of Object-Z provided by Smith [22] together with Derrick and Boiten’s class
simulation laws [5]. Proof sketches are provided in Section 4.3.

For a complete approach, it is necessary to consider other rules that do not
modify class structure. Such rules rename variables or operations in classes,
simplify or reorganise operation expressions, or involve other equivalence trans-
formations that are proven sound using the language definition. These rules are
not elaborated upon for purposes of brevity, but are based upon those presented
by Cornelio et al. [4] and Fowler [6].

In the following sections we present the Annealing rule for introducing class
structure, and the Coalescence rule for eliminating class structure.

4.1 Annealing

The annealing rule allows for the decomposition of one class into two, effectively
partitioning its data and functionality. It is similar in intention to Fowler’s Ex-
tract Class refactoring [6,4], which performs the same function at the program-
ming language level. The annealing rule is fundamental for introducing structure
as part of the process of moving from specification towards design. In Figure 2,
class A on the left-hand side is annealed to create the classes A1 and B on the
right-hand side.
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A
�(INIT,OpA,OpB)

S
T

INIT

R{S,T}

OpA =̂ [∆(S) | P{S,S ′,T} ]
OpB =̂ [∆(T ) | Q{S,T ,T ′} ]

A1

�(INIT,S ,OpA,OpB)

S
component : B
∆
T

θT = θcomponent .T
component .frame = self

INIT

R{S,T}
component .INIT

OpA =̂ [∆(S) | P{S,S ′,T} ]
OpB =̂ component .OpB

B
�(INIT, frame,OpB)

T
frame : A1
∆
S

θS = θframe.S

INIT

R{S,T}

OpB =̂ [∆(T ) | Q{S,T ,T ′} ]

Fig. 2. Annealing rule.

One class, called the framing class (represented in Figure 2 by A1), holds a
reference to an object of the component class (represented in Figure 2 by B). The
interface of the original class (class A in Figure 2) is extended by the framing
class, and it is the responsibility of the framing class to invoke operations upon,
and manage the state of, the component class. Any references to the original
class from the rest of the system are replaced by references to the new framing
class.

The intention is to divide the state (S ; T ) of the class A between two classes:
one with state S and one with state T . S and T represent schemas that conjoin to
form the state of class A. The predicates P , Q , and R have subscripts indicating
the sets of variables that may appear free in them.

Ancestors of the class A are inherited by the newly formed classes A1 and B .
The actual set of classes inherited in each case corresponds with the partition (S
or T ) that the inherited classes contribute to. Any inherited classes that share a
common ancestor must contribute to the same partition. This way, after the rule
application, A1 and B inherit only the classes that contribute to their respective
states. Any class in the specification that was a descendant of the original class
A must now inherit both A1 and B .

A further precondition for performing the annealing rule is that every op-
eration in the class to be partitioned explicitly changes, if any variables at all,
either variables declared in S or variables declared in T , but not both (illus-
trated by the ∆(S ) and ∆(T ) notation). Operations that make no state changes
may appear in either or both classes wherever referenced.
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To achieve this precondition concerning operations, any operation schema
that changes variables in both S and T must be split (using schema operators)
such that the predicates that change variables in S are in a different operation
from those that change a variable in T . This can be achieved in most specifica-
tions by promoting logical operators to schema operators, and moving schemas
into new, separate operations and referencing the new operations from the orig-
inal one. This is in the spirit of the Extract Method [6] refactoring step which
splits a programming language procedure into two, where one contains a proce-
dure call to the other.

For example, in Object-Z:

X =̂ [∆(S ,T ) | P{S,S ′,T} ∧ Q{S,T ,T ′} ]
is equivalent to, by promoting logical conjunction to schema conjunction:

X =̂ [∆(S) | P{S,S ′,T} ]∧ [∆(T ) | Q{S,T ,T ′} ]
which, by introducing an operation reference, is equivalent to:

X =̂ [∆(S) | P{S,S ′,T} ]∧Y
Y =̂ [∆(T ) | Q{S,T ,T ′} ]

Operations that modify variables in S must remain in class A1, and oper-
ations that modify variables in T must be moved to the component class B .
Operations that are moved into the component class must, in a similar way
to the Move Method [6] refactoring step, be redefined in the framing class to
dereference the component operation, e.g.

Y =̂ component .Y

Operation references need to be contained only in the operations that change
S (as above). This is so the references can be modified to dereference component
upon application of the rule.

In the case where predicates cannot be readily split to cater for the segmenta-
tion of state, input and output variables may be added to the operation schemas
to communicate variable values across the schema boundary using Object-Z’s
parallel (‖) operator. The parallel composition operator binds together output
variables on one side (suffixed by !) with input variables on the other side (suf-
fixed by ?) where the variables have the same base name.

The default action of the rule is to make all variables that were accessible in
the original class visible to both classes in the substituted system. In Figure 2,
this is represented by the inclusion of the respective foreign schema in the states
of A1 and B underneath the delta (∆) symbol. Any declaration that appears un-
derneath the delta in the state of an Object-Z class may have its value changed
by any operation. The state invariant, for example θT = θcomponent .T in class
A1, ensures that the declared schema T is always synchronised with variable
bindings of the coupled object’s state component .T . This does create a high
degree of coupling as references are required in both directions, however un-
referenced variables may be removed after application of the rule eliminating
unnecessary coupling between the two classes.
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Context

a : A
b : B

A
. . .

B
. . .

Context1

a : C
b : C

C
. . .

Fig. 3. Coalescence rule, assuming A � C and B � C .

4.2 Coalescence

Coalescence (see Figure 3) is a rule that allows two classes A and B to be replaced
with one class C , so long as A and B are both refined by C (denoted A � C
and B � C respectively).

This approach allows the designer to extract common functionality from pos-
sibly independent parts of the system, perhaps using annealing, and then coalesce
this functionality to form a common library or object-type. Because annealing is
unidirectional and structure adding, this rule is important for structure reduc-
tion.

4.3 Proof Sketches of Rules

Annealing. To prove that the annealing rule is behaviour preserving (i.e., a
refinement), we adopt Derrick and Boiten’s [5] approach to class simulation.

For a class simulation to exist, that is, for the classes A1 and B to together
simulate the behaviour of class A, it is required that each operation in the system
containing A1 and B is applicable whenever the corresponding operation from
class A is applicable. Also, we must show that the application of any operation
in A1 and B is correct with respect to the corresponding operation in class A,
where correctness is defined as adherence to a retrieve relation upon states.

For the annealing rule Figure 2, the retrieve relation, which relates the states
of A1 (which indirectly includes B) with A, is defined as such:

R =̂ [A.STATE; A1.STATE | θA.S = θA1.S ∧ θA.T = θA1.T ]
To establish a class simulation, the applicability and correctness of every

operation in A1 needs to be shown with relation to the corresponding operation
in A. The class simulation laws provide the necessary proof obligations. We
demonstrate the use of these proof obligations for OpA in the appendix.

The arguments for the applicability and correctness of OpB are similar, but
for purposes of brevity are not presented.

Coalescence. The coalescence rule is proven by showing that C in Figure 3 is
a refinement of both A and B , and is therefore substitutable for both. When the
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rule is applied these refinements must be shown to hold, except for the trivial
case where A is exactly the same as B . This trivial case always holds as a class
is always a refinement of itself. Therefore, if two classes are identical, each is
a refinement of the other and may thus be replaced by a single class which is
identical to both.

5 Restructuring for Passive Players

In this section we systematically add a Player class to the monolithic System
class in Figure 1 using the rules presented in Section 4.

Annealing

We first apply annealing steps to extract the functionality of the two players
into two separate classes. This requires two applications of the rule, so the state
variables of System must be partitioned into two groups, each group representing
the data for a single player. These groups combined contain the entire state
information for System; consisting of guessesP1 with fleetP1, and guessesP2
with fleetP2.

The initialisation condition is quite easily distributed between the two classes
as it is a simple conjunction of predicates relating to independent parts of the
state. The annealing rule requires that every operation in System that changes
variables in both partitions be split, adding operation references where necessary.
InitFleetP1 and InitFleetP2 require no change as this requirement already holds,
but both FireAt operations need to be altered.

Progress can be made using logical operator promotions on FireAtP1 (and
similarly FireAtP2), but the conjunct in FireAtP1 responsible for updating the
guessesP2 variable cannot be split by simply promoting conjunction since it also
contains references to fleetP1 and fleetP1′. The parallel composition operator (‖)
in Object-Z can be used to achieve this end.

The schema containing the aforementioned conjunct should pertain exclu-
sively to player two’s partition, as this is what it changes. The required informa-
tion contained in fleetP1 and fleetP1′ can be exported from the other schema that
modifies player one’s partition by introducing two new output variables fleetP1!
and fleetP1′! to the schema and equating them to these variables. When input
variables are added to the schema that references player two’s variable set, (i.e.,
fleetP1? and fleetP1′?), the required variable values may be shared between the
two schemas via a parallel composition operator. It is relevant to note that this
process of introducing a parallel operator over schema conjunction is completely
syntactic and automatable. The resultant operation is:
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FireAtP1 =̂
[∆(fleetP1) fleetP1!,fleetP1′! : FLEETBOARD ; guess? : COORDINATE
| fleetP1′ = fleetP1 −� {guess?} ∧
fleetP1! = fleetP1 ∧ fleetP1′! = fleetP1′ ] ‖

[∆(guessesP2) fleetP1?,fleetP1′? : FLEETBOARD ; guess? : COORDINATE
| guess? �∈ dom guessesP2 ∧
guessesP2′ = guessesP2 ∪ {guess? �→

if fleetP1′? ⊂ fleetP1? then
if ran fleetP1′? ⊂ ran fleetP1? then

if fleetP1′? = ∅ then
fleet destroyed else sink else hit else miss} ]

We then separate and name the anonymous schemas so that they form dis-
tinct operations as required by the annealing rule’s precondition. The particulars
of the names chosen are arbitrary at this stage, as long as they are meaningful.
In the case above, for example, we redefine FireAtP1 to be (UpdateFleetP1 ‖
UpdateGuessesP2) and define UpdateFleetP1 and UpdateGuessesP2 accordingly.

The annealing rule can then be applied to the System class, twice, producing
a class for each player: Player1 is created (refer to Figure 4) and then Player2
(similar to Player1 but not shown for brevity). The schemas that apply to each
player are migrated from System into each respective new class by the rule, and
each class is instantiated once using the variable names player1 and player2.
Dereferencing the player1 and player2 variables in System gives access to the
migrated operations and variables. The state information and initialisation pred-
icate for each player are also migrated, giving each class localised information
pertaining to the player it represents.

Coalescence

The single Player class, shown in Figure 5, is formed by applying the coalescence
rule to the Player1 and Player2 classes. The trivial application of the coalescence
rule requires that the two classes be exactly the same, which in this case can be
achieved through renaming attributes and operations (see Section 4) in each class
to be those names shown in Figure 5. This circumvents the need to discharge
proofs showing the Player class to be a refinement of both Player1 and Player2.

This completes the process of creating a separate class to encapsulate the
functionality of a player. However, the placement of game logic responsible for
player interaction still resides in the System class. Section 6 illustrates the process
of enacting an alternate design decision: moving this logic into the new Player
class.

6 Restructuring for Active Players

At this stage of the design process, a fairly significant design decision has al-
ready been made. The Player class formed by annealing and coalescing from the
System class creates Player objects that are passive. That is, the logic of the
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System
�(INIT, InitFleetP1, InitFleetP2,FireAtP1,FireAtP2)

guessesP2 : GUESSBOARD
fleetP2 : FLEETBOARD
player1 : Player1

player1.system = self

INIT

guessesP2 = ∅

fleetP2 = ∅

player1.INIT

InitFleetP2
∆(fleetP2)
fleet? : FLEETBOARD

fleetP2′ = fleet?

InitFleetP1 =̂ player1.InitFleetP1
FireAtP1 =̂ player1.UpdateFleetP1 ‖ UpdateGuessesP2
UpdateGuessesP2 =̂

[∆(guessesP2) fleetP1?,fleetP1′? : FLEETBOARD
guess? : COORDINATE

| guess? �∈ dom guessesP2 ∧ guessesP2′ = guessesP2 ∪ {guess? �→
if fleetP1′? ⊂ fleetP1? then

if ran fleetP1′? ⊂ ran fleetP1? then
if fleetP1′? = ∅ then

fleet destroyed else sink else hit else miss} ]
FireAtP2 =̂ UpdateFleetP2 ‖ player1.UpdateGuessesP1
UpdateFleetP2 =̂

[∆(fleetP2) fleetP2!,fleetP2′! : FLEETBOARD
guess? : COORDINATE

| fleetP2′ = fleetP2 −� {guess?} ∧
fleetP2! = fleetP2 ∧ fleetP2′! = fleetP2′ ]

Player1
�(INIT, system, InitFleetP1,UpdateFleetP1,UpdateGuessesP1)

guessesP1 : GUESSBOARD
fleetP1 : FLEETBOARD
system : System

INIT

guessesP1 = ∅

fleetP1 = ∅

InitFleetP1
∆(fleetP1)
fleet? : FLEETBOARD

fleetP1′ = fleet?

UpdateFleetP1 =̂ [∆(fleetP1) fleetP1!,fleetP1′! : FLEETBOARD
| fleetP1′ = fleetP1 −� {guess?} ∧
fleetP1! = fleetP1 ∧ fleetP1′! = fleetP1′ ]

UpdateGuessesP1 =̂
[∆(guessesP1) fleetP2?,fleetP2′? : FLEETBOARD

guess? : COORDINATE
| guess? �∈ dom guessesP1 ∧ guessesP1′ = guessesP1 ∪ {guess? �→

if fleetP2′? ⊂ fleetP2? then
if ran fleetP2′? ⊂ ran fleetP2? then

if fleetP2′? = ∅ then
fleet destroyed else sink else hit else miss} ]

Fig. 4. After the annealing step for Player1.
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System
�(INIT, InitFleetP1, InitFleetP2,FireAtP1,FireAtP2)

player1, player2 : Player

player1.system = self
player2.system = self

INIT

player1.INIT

player2.INIT

InitFleetP1 =̂ player1.InitFleet
InitFleetP2 =̂ player2.InitFleet
FireAtP1 =̂ player1.UpdateFleet ‖ player2.UpdateGuesses
FireAtP2 =̂ player2.UpdateFleet ‖ player1.UpdateGuesses

Player
�(INIT, system, InitFleet ,UpdateFleet ,UpdateGuesses)

guesses : GUESSBOARD
fleet : FLEETBOARD
system : System

INIT

guesses = ∅

fleet = ∅

UpdateFleet
∆(fleet)
fleet !,fleet ′! : FLEETBOARD
guess? : COORDINATE

fleet ′ = fleet −� {guess?}
fleet ! = fleet ∧ fleet ′! = fleet ′

UpdateGuesses
∆(guesses)
fleet?,fleet ′? : FLEETBOARD
guess? : COORDINATE

guess? �∈ dom guesses
guesses ′ = guesses ∪ {guess? �→

if fleet ′? ⊂ fleet? then
if ran fleet ′? ⊂ ran fleet? then

if fleet ′? = ∅ then
fleet destroyed

else sink else hit else miss}
InitFleet
∆(fleet)
fleet? : FLEETBOARD

fleet ′ = fleet?

Fig. 5. After the coalescence step.

interactions between the players of the system is contained within the System
class and not the Player classes themselves (the System acts as a mediator).
An alternative design moves this logic into the Player class, such that each
player instance holds a reference directly to the other player and the interaction
functionality is implemented by bypassing the System class altogether.

Even this solution has two possible modes: each player could either have
a Fire operation that launches a missile at the opponent, or a Defend oper-
ation that causes the opponent to fire a missile at the player object invoking
the operation. All solutions are consistent with the original specification, but
having active Player objects with a Fire operation is more intuitive, from a
user-interface perspective, than the passive approach presented earlier or having
a Defend operation.

To refactor Fire into the design, it is necessary that we go back to just after
the two annealing steps applied in Section 5, and:
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Step 1. Move the body of the FireAtP1 operation into Player2 and name it Fire.
Retain the operation FireAtP1 because it appears in the interface of System,
but redefine it as player2.Fire. We repeat this process accordingly to move the
FireAtP2 operation into the Player1 class.

For example, for class Player1:

Fire =̂ system.player2.UpdateFleet ‖ system.player1.UpdateGuesses

Step 2. We simplify the backward references to system by noting that the
Player1 and Player2 classes are only ever instantiated once. Therefore self
can replace system.player1 in Player1, and self can replace system.player2 in
Player2.

Step 3. We introduce a local opponent variable to invariantly equal system.player2
in Player1. Similarly for Player2, opponent is introduced to invariantly equal
system.player1. This supplies a simple abbreviation, so showing the refinement
is trivial.

Now, for both classes:

Fire =̂ opponent .UpdateFleet ‖ self .UpdateGuesses

With the invariants added:

For class Player1: opponent = system.player2
For class Player2: opponent = system.player1

Step 4. We move these new invariant conditions into the System class for all
instances of Player1 and Player2 (there is only one of each), and extend the
interface of both classes Player1 and Player2 to include opponent .

Thus, the System class now contains the invariants:

player1.opponent = player2
player2.opponent = player1

Step 5. In the same manner as described in Section 5, we apply the coalescence
rule trivially by renaming operations and variables in the two player classes to
make them correspond.

The changes to the specification from applying this process are illustrated
in Figure 6. The resultant specification represents an improvement, in terms of
design, over the original specification shown in Figure 1. This is evidenced by
the reduction of redundancy by encapsulating the concept of a player inside a
separate class. In addition, the design decision to move the interaction logic into
the Player class is a step toward a distributed architecture, and also toward the
provision of a separate user-interface for each Player .
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System
�(INIT, InitFleetP1, InitFleetP2,FireAtP1,FireAtP2, player1, player2)

player1, player2 : Player

player1.system = self
player2.system = self
player1.opponent = player2
player2.opponent = player1

INIT

player1.INIT

player2.INIT

InitFleetP1 =̂ player1.InitFleet
InitFleetP2 =̂ player2.InitFleet
FireAtP1 =̂ player2.Fire
FireAtP2 =̂ player1.Fire

Player
�(INIT, system, InitFleet ,Fire, opponent)

guesses : GUESSBOARD
fleet : FLEETBOARD
system : System
opponent : Player

INIT

guesses = ∅

fleet = ∅

InitFleet
∆(fleet)
fleet? : FLEETBOARD

fleet ′ = fleet?

UpdateFleet
∆(fleet)
fleet !,fleet ′! : FLEETBOARD
guess? : COORDINATE

fleet ′ = fleet −� {guess?}
fleet ! = fleet ∧ fleet ′! = fleet ′

UpdateGuesses
∆(guesses)
fleet?,fleet ′? : FLEETBOARD
guess? : COORDINATE

guess? �∈ dom guesses
guesses ′ = guesses ∪ {guess? �→

if fleet ′? ⊂ fleet? then
if ran fleet ′? ⊂ ran fleet? then

if fleet ′? = ∅ then
fleet destroyed

else sink
else hit

else miss} ]
Fire =̂ opponent .UpdateFleet ‖ self .UpdateGuesses

Fig. 6. After the coalescence step, with active players.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The presented transformation rules are intended to be general enough to allow
for the introduction of a variety of different designs and architectures. It is recog-
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nised, however, that adding a rule to repeat structure, rather than just divide
or remove structure, could lend itself to many more architecture types (particu-
larly in distributed domains). Other rules for modifying inheritance relationships
between classes would be useful, particularly when targeting languages that do
not support multiple inheritance (such as Java), and is left as an area for future
work.

The provision of tool support for automating the refactoring process has been
achieved in the past [16,19] and is recognised as important. Tool support for the
rules presented above is possible, and has been prototyped by formalising the
rules in the Z specification language as operations upon a state containing the
Object-Z specification (a meta-model). The rules are written as schemas that
are executable by a specification animator, so the user may interact with the
animation software to automate the refactoring process. The evolution of the
case study presented in this paper has been successfully automated using this
technique, taking advantage of the Possum [8] animator. The possibility exists
for abstraction from the specification language itself to allow succinct formal
specification and reasoning about these refactoring steps, in a similar vein to
the work presented by Mens et al. [14] and Lämmel [20], and this is also left for
future work.

The methodology is also intended to allow for an heuristic-based descrip-
tion of object-oriented design patterns as sequences of the refactoring steps.
Some work has been performed toward this goal by introducing the Model-
View-Controller architectural paradigm [9] for user interfaces into the above
case study.
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